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Editorial on the Research Topic

Governance AI ethics

The Special Issue (SI) on “Governance AI Ethics” highlights the urgency for

systematic consideration of ethically-driven governance models, standards and protocols

of artificial intelligent (AI) based technology in society. Featured authors represent a

range of disciplines from computer science and computer science to communication

studies, social ethics, cultural studies and sociology. Discourse and developments are

moving from Society 4.0 (and Industry 4.0), of information and smart tech, to Society 5.0,

or intelligent systems, re-formulation and transformation of societies and human roles

as a whole. Society 5.0 demands the need to translate, design and implement a blueprint

for humanity that will foster basic human values with integrity.

Transitions in the job market are observed (Flynn et al., 2017; Kovacs, 2018) that not

only impact lower-skilled and mundane, repetitive work, but also higher-level positions

such in administration (i.e., lawyers etc.). AI has long intervened with roles requiring

high degrees of accuracy and calculation such as aircraft piloting (McManus and

Goodrich, 1989; Bordenkircher, 2020), medical science (Ramesh et al., 2004; Yeasmin,

2019) including the biopharmaceutical industry (Mökander et al.). It should be no

surprise that governance could be enabled and facilitated via the very technology it is

designed to govern (Sharma et al., 2020; Nitzberg and Zysman, 2021; Leikas et al.). Even

complex areas of security, cyber or otherwise, will be in the hands or algorithms of the

technology itself (Li, 2018; Zhang et al., 2021).

Matters of accountability and responsibility require that researchers and policy-

makers connect governance to human sciences. From a cognitive scientific perspective,

intentionality (consciousness) plays a crucial role when tackling issues of accountability

in moments of crisis (Rousi). Moreover, notions of technology are fluid as the digital

is blurred with the physical, and there is no natural way of separating human beings

from the technology they create. Interestingly, the pace at which technology is evolving

in many ways exceeds that of culture (Murphie and Potts, 2017). AI changes the nature

of human-technology relationships. Not only does it change and automate utilitarian

processes, but it also transforms social processes. Industrialism brought people to cities

to live near factories (urbanization). Its innovations opened pathways to new parts of the

globalized economy. Intelligent technology will have consequences of a similar scale that

may even witness forms of post-urbanization. It is important to consider these changes

holistically. The focus of changes is not in improving technical artifacts but rather the

quality of human life.
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Applications and use scenarios for AI are already vast.

From scenes of AI-enabled cognitive enhancement technology

(see e.g., Rousi and Renko, 2020) to stream-lined migration

processes (Molnar, 2019) and predictive healthcare (Bohr and

Memarzadeh, 2020), each area brings sets of considerations

that will require specific forms of framework to ensure the

pillars of the transformative practices’ reliability (Kurtz and

Schrank, 2007; Spremic, 2017; Nwaiwu, 2018). Reliability,

consistency and contingency plans (risk management and

mitigation) are pre-requisites for human trust (Saariluoma

et al., 2018). Particularly human trust in human-made systems.

Thus, governance models are imperative for the progress of AI

development, implementation and adoption in human societies

(Mäntymäki et al., 2022; Viljanen and Parviainen). These in

turn, should be seen as part of the technological design itself—

from ideation to systemic regulation—any form of AI-based

technology should incorporate the broader social, cultural and

ethical fabric from the ground up (Bryson and Winfield, 2017;

Gasser and Almeida, 2017; Vakkuri et al., 2020).

The main goal of this SI was to outline the holistic nature

of AI, its design and other related considerations within efforts

of governance and ethical governance model development. The

first article to feature in this special issue of Governance AI

Ethics is Mika Viljanen andHenni Parviainen’s, “AI Applications

and Regulation: Mapping the Regulatory Strata”. This article

adopts a critical stance toward classifying AI as immature from

a regulatory perspective. The authors argue that AI in its various

applications already exist across a broad spectrum of regulation.

Already many rules have been established to regulate and guide

AI in its development, implementation and sustained use. Two

semi-fictional case studies are used to illustrate their argument.

Hallamaa and Kallikoski’s article, “AI Ethics as Applied

Ethics” uses bioethics to illustrate a weighing of metaethical

and methodological approaches utilized in AI ethics. Moreover,

the authors stress the need to embed AI ethics within the

realm of applied ethics through drawing on other domains

(i.e., safety research and impact assessment) to solidify theory

within actionable contexts. Leikas et al. present a study on the

co-development of a large-scale AI project, AuroraAI, that is

aimed at providing Finnish citizens with tailored and timely

pubic services. The case is used to highlight practical challenges

in utilizing AI within administration. Similarly, Sigfrids et al.

present a systematic review of literature concerning AI

governance for public administration. As a result, they propose

the Comprehensive, Inclusive, Institutionalized and Actionable

framework (CIIA) as a comprehensive AI governance model.

In “Governance of Responsible AI” Gianni et al. investigate

the potential of translating ethical guidelines to cooperative

policies. They draw our attention toward discourse on the roles

and limitations of AI and how theory can be implemented

in practice.

Cañas takes a human-AI collaborative perspective to

discussing ethics. Supervision is seen as the driver in

delineating shared responsibilities and is the lens through which

performance is measured pertaining to human and AI actors. In

“With clear intention”, Rebekah Rousi proposes a responsibility

model for robot governance that not only looks at AI or robotics

as co-workers, but autonomous learning agents in their own

right. The article problematizes accountability relationships in

a time when humans do not program AI, and the choice

between wrong and right is within the autonomous artifact and

system executing action. Finally, from the biopharmaceutical

industry our special issue features a study of COVID-19 vaccine

AstraZenica’s organizational AI governance model in which

Mökander et al. present the challenges and progress of their

organizational case.

Ethics as a field, is concerned with what is good or right,

what is justified and legal, and what should be done (e.g.,

Monahan and Loftus, 1982; Kent, 2000; Bunge, 2012). Ethics has

a pivotal position in well-guided social changes. Social changes

often mean alterations in ethical rules (Rousi, 2021). Not only

may sub-conscious human values and biases materialize in

algorithmic logic, but AI as a tool (or weapon) may be used with

ill-will and malicious intention (Brundage et al., 2018; Horowitz,

2019; Pantserev, 2020). Governance is a type of human action

that provides parameters and protocol (Humphrey and Schmitz,

2001). Designing AI actions for governance includes many open

ethical issues. This SI shed light on these issues and evolving

developments to address these for future years to come.
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